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We discuss usage of computer algebra
system Maxima in teaching basic matrix
algebra in St. George's University.



“…Учебник возник из желания соавторов
материализовать разделяемое ими убеждение, что
нельзя учить математике, натаскивая на
рутинных операциях, которые студенты в своей
будущей жизни никогда не применят.”

Вавилов Н.А., Халин В.Г., Юрков А.В.
Mathematica для нематематика: учебное пособие для вузов
Электронное издание
М.: МЦНМО, 2021



Modern technology (computers, gadgets,
computer algebra systems) changes the
way to do mathematics and the way to
teach mathematics and natural sciences.





As we have reported earlier, St. George's University
School of Arts and Sciences comprise mainly of
local and Caribbean students with poor background
in mathematics. It is real challenge to teach
Mathematics, especially topics that are new to the
students. Quite often students have problems
dealing with the material that they have studied
earlier and are supposed to know, but when the
concepts are really new, students put a mental
barrier and the process goes really hard.



One of the examples is matrices and systems of linear
equations. This looks very complicated to students
because they were not dealing with matrices earlier and
there is only a small number of classes to consider this
material, and it is really new kind of problems for them.
And that's the moment when Computer Algebra
Systems (CAS) come to help.



Reasons for choosing Maxima

• Free for users
• Good Graphic User Interface
• Easy to install
• Easy to use
• Is available for Windows, Android, Mac



We explain in the class basic operations on matrices for
small sizes. After students get the basic knowledge,
Maxima is recommended to use to check the answers
received manually and/or to work with more
complicated problems.
For example, students can find inverse matrix for
matrices with the size 3x3 or higher, solve not only
linear systems of the order 2 or 3, but also higher order
systems.















Students can use Maxima to deal with problems that are
hard to solve in mind or by hand, they can quickly check
correctness of solutions, experiment with different
modifications of the original problem (parameter
changes, etc.)
Easy way to check results of manual calculations with
Maxima increases students’ confidence in the case
solutions are correct and helps to find the error if there is
disagreement between results of manual solution and the
one obtained by computer.



Students experience with Maxima

- from “was not using and don’t plan to use” to
“Wow! It’s so easy! Will be using it all the time!”



Thank you for attention!


